Autonomic Announces Complete ELAN Integration with Mirage Audio
System
Integrators can provide their clients with premium whole-house entertainment options for
seamless operation within the ELAN control platform
Armonk, NY. June 14, 2016 – Autonomic, makers of the finest whole-house music systems,
has announced compatibility between their complete Mirage Audio System (MAS) package
inclusive of the award-winning Mirage Media Server (MMS) and Mirage Digital Amplifiers with
the ELAN entertainment and control platform with the newly developed modules available for
the Mirage Digital Amplifier models, M-800 and M-400. Based upon the development of easyto-deploy drivers, ELAN’s network of integrators now have the capability to offer their customers
the finest whole-house entertainment solutions including access to all popular streaming
services and high-resolution audio playback in up to 16 zones.
Within the ELAN control environment for iOS and Android devices, users can seamlessly
connect to the Mirage Media Server or Mirage Audio System to browse content by album, artist,
titles or favorites, create custom playlists and take advantage of TuneBridge®, an Autonomic
exclusive feature that enables each user to uniquely tailor their programming selections—all
within an app that is responsive and easy to use. The newest module for Mirage digital amplifiers
enables users to route any source to any zone and control volume/bass/treble/balance within
each zone as well. This is the whole-house entertainment functionality that consumers are
seeking in today’s smart home marketplace, and Autonomic integration with the ELAN platform
creates an opportunity for integrators to deliver premium performance to their customers.
Autonomic products are only available through the custom integration channel, providing
dealers with a profitable and versatile lineup of entertainment components from a company
renowned for customer service and support.
“Integration with ELAN is another opportunity for Autonomic to support the custom installation
community with the finest whole-house entertainment solutions—and making our Mirage Audio
System compatible with this popular control platform brings critical profit opportunity and
enhanced efficiency to integrators,” explained Autonomic CEO Michael de Nigris.
Mirage Amplifier drivers are now available in the ELAN Dealer site alongside the existing MMS
drivers.
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Autonomic Controls, Inc. is recognized as a leading manufacturer of complete whole-house music systems. As innovators with a
core competency for audio and control, Autonomic offers the ultimate standalone entertainment solution that is feature complete
and compatible with popular control and home automation platforms. With an award-winning lineup of media servers, multi-room
amplifiers, an intuitive app for Apple and Android devices as well as elegant, designer friendly in-wall keypads, Autonomic products
have become the standard for merging local music collections and the most popular online streaming services such as Pandora®,
Rhapsody®, SiriusXM, TuneIn Radio, Slacker Radio, Napster, Spotify, TIDAL, iHeartRadio, Murfie, and Deezer to be enjoyed
throughout the home. (www.autonomic-controls.com) and on YouTube https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJEZaS5tT1lX399UOsUNkA

